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Introduction
Minneapolis voters will be among the first in the nation to cast ballots in the 2020 Presidential Election cycle
when absentee balloting begins on Friday, January 17, 2020, for the Presidential Nomination Primary. The
Presidential Nomination Primary kicks-off a year of many important civic events, which includes the 2020 U.S.
Census, the statewide primary in August, and the presidential general election in November, all of which sets
the stage for the next regular municipal election in 2021 and the completion of redistricting in 2022. The
Office of City Clerk (including its Elections & Voter Services Division) is working in collaboration with the
Neighborhood & Community Relations Department, the City Communications Department, and others to
plan these events to ensure that every resident is counted, is empowered to vote, and can participate in
these important events that will shape the community over the next decade.
This report presents information about the planned outreach, engagement, and logistical preparations for
the 2020 Presidential Election cycle.1


I.

Presidential Nomination Primary (PNP)

Overview
In 2016, legislation was passed creating a Presidential Nomination Primary, or PNP.2 This replaces the longstanding presidential straw poll previously conducted as part of precinct caucuses. The last PNP conducted in
the State of Minnesota was in 1992, and interest in that primary election was minimal; in fact, only 35,805 of
the City’s 225,422 registered voters participated that year, which translates to roughly a 15.7 percent
turnout. Turnout in the 1992 PNP followed trends that are still applicable today: Ward 13 led participation
with 18.3 percent overall turnout while Ward 5 had the lowest overall turnout across the city, with 11.2
percent participation. The vast majority of ballots cast in the 1992 PNP were for Democratic candidates, 75.4
percent of all ballots cast were for the fifteen candidates running for president on the Democrat ticket while
the seven candidates on the Republican ticket accounted for 24.6 percent of all ballots cast. While the 1992
PNP shares some similarities with the 2020 PNP, including an incumbent Republican President with a handful
of primary challengers and an open and highly-competitive contest on the Democratic side, EVS expects
voter turnout to be significantly higher next year.
As reported in the New York Times, the 2020 Presidential Election is widely anticipated to have the highest
turnout in at least a century, bringing the potential to reshape the composition of the nation’s electorate in a
very decisive way.3 Michael McDonald, a University of Florida political scientist and recognized leader in
elections and voting behavior, has cautioned local administrators to expect “a voter turnout storm of a
century in 2020.” McDonald has indicated that the 2020 turnout surge could shatter previous participation
records, estimating that as many as two-thirds of all eligible voters may cast ballots in the 2020 Presidential
Election. If that happens, it would represent the highest presidential election turnout since 1908 when 65.7
1

The first report on initial plans and preparations for the 2020 Presidential Election was presented to the Elections & Rules Committee
at its meeting on March 27, 2019; see Legislative File No. 2019-00411 for details.
2

Legislative authorization for the nomination primary to be conducted for president of the United States is codified under Minnesota
Statutes, Chapter 207A. The 2016 act specifies that nomination primary is effective with the 2020 presidential election cycle. Similar
processes have been conducted in Minnesota in 1916, 1952, 1956, and 1992.
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The New York Times: “Huge Turnout Is Expected in 2020. So Which Party Would Benefit?” by Nate Cohn, July 15, 2019.
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percent of all eligible Americans cast ballots. And that was before most women were granted the right to
vote in 1920 and the voting age lowered to 18 in 1972. Since that time, the highest turnout in a presidential
election was in 2008, when 61.6 percent of all eligible voters cast ballots, leading to Barack Obama’s election
as U.S. President.
Experts on both sides of the political aisle concur with this high potential for record-setting turnout. In part,
this is predicated on the record-high turnout for the 2018 midterm election when nearly 120 million people
voted, which was about 35 million more than in the 2014 midterm. The level of voter participation in the
2018 midterm was the highest since 1914. Thus, the significant interest in the 2020 Presidential Election
seems to point the way toward new record-setting levels of participation and turnout by potentially the
greatest number of American voters in several decades, if not the last century … and possibly in the nation’s
history.4
As noted, the 2020 PNP will replace the straw poll previously conducted during precinct caucuses. However,
precinct caucuses will still occur for other party business. Those caucuses are planned to take place February
25, 2020, one week prior to the PNP. All parties must use the PNP results to allot their respective delegates
for national conventions scheduled for later next summer.
By law, only major parties can participate in the PNP. Currently there are four major parties in Minnesota:
Democratic-Farmer-Labor Party, Grassroots-Legalize Cannabis Party, Legal Marijuana Now Party, and the
Republican Party. The chair of each party must submit a list of candidates for the party’s ballot by no later
than December 31, 2019. Candidates on the list will then appear on the ballot, even if they drop out of the
presidential race before the PNP on March 3, 2020. Each party chair decides if the ballot will include a writein choice or an option to vote for “uncommitted.” Party chairs are required to request in writing the names of
write-in candidates to be counted seven days before the PNP.
Each major party will have a separate ballot. Voters must choose which party’s ballot they want. If a voter
refuses to provide a major party ballot choice, they will not be eligible to vote in the PNP. Voters will also sign
a statement that they are in general agreement with the principles of that party. A voter’s choice of party
ballot will be recorded but is classified by state law as private data. Still, state law stipulates that a list of
voters participating in the PNP as well as the political party each voter selected must be provided to the chair
of each major political party. How a voter actually marked the ballot will remain secret.
To preserve privacy in the polling place as much as possible, EVS recommended to Hennepin County that
voters be allowed to select their political party independently and silently on the poll book touchscreen
themselves. The poll book will then print a receipt that lists their party choice; the receipt will be given in
exchange for that party’s ballot. This allows Minneapolis voters to indicate their political party without
speaking it out loud.
Expected Costs and Reimbursements
Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 207A.15, subd. 2, local jurisdictions will be reimbursed by the State
for certain expenditures related to the PNP. The statute defines the timeline for the processing of qualifiable
reimbursements to local jurisdictions, specifying that documented expenses must be submitted by no later
than May 9, 2020, and will be reimbursed no later than June 8. Initial statewide estimates for costs
associated with the PNP, as determined by the Office of Secretary of State, were approximately $11.9 million.
The Secretary of State has certified that estimate to the Minnesota Commissioner of Management and
Budget.
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The Atlantic: “Brace for a Voter-Turnout Tsunami,” by Ronald Brownstein, June 13, 2019.
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Locally, EVS has anticipated a projected 60 percent voter turnout for the PNP. Based on this projected level of
turnout, EVS has budgeted a total of $1,568,566 for this single event, roughly comparable to a primary
election in other election years. Of that total estimated amount, EVS submitted a preliminary estimated fiscal
impact to the Office of Secretary of State for potential reimbursement, as allowed under the statutory
formula. The statute identifies the following list of eligible reimbursement expenditure categories:
▪ Preparation and printing of ballots;
▪ Postage for absentee ballots;
▪ Publication of the sample ballot;
▪ Preparation of polling places in an amount not to exceed $150 per polling place;
▪ Preparation of electronic voting systems in an amount not to exceed $100 per precinct;
▪ Compensation for temporary staff or overtime payments;
▪ Salaries of election judges;
▪ Compensation for members of county canvassing boards; and
▪ Any other expenses approved by the Office of Secretary of State (e.g., training supplies, certain
administrative/operating costs, and voter outreach and education).
Key Dates for the Presidential Nomination Primary
As with any election, there are key dates that voters should keep in mind leading up to Election Day. For the
2020 PNP, Election Day will be Tuesday, March 3, colloquially known as “Super Tuesday.” Here are the key
dates for the 2020 PNP:
FRIDAY, JANUARY 17, 2020

First day of the absentee balloting (early voting) period
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2020

Last day for voters to pre-register
for the PNP
Mail or in-person at EVS by 5 p.m.,
or online until 11:59 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2020

Beginning of Health Care Facility
voting
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2020

First day of the seven-day Direct
Balloting period, which allows
voters to put their ballot directly
into the tabulator when voting inperson at the Early Vote Center
MONDAY, MARCH 2, 2020

Final day of absentee balloting
(early voting) prior to the PNP
TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 2020
“SUPER TUESDAY”

States participating in the Presidential Primary on “Super Tuesday,” March 3, 2020.

Presidential Nomination Primary Election Day
Last day for voters to return an absentee ballot
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II.

Elections & Voter Services Operational Headquarters

Background
For most of its existence, the EVS Division has had operations located in facilities scattered across the city,
making use of whatever space was available. For the past few decades, that has included headquarters at
City Hall along with a warehouse located in northeast Minneapolis. During election season, additional space
at City Hall was occupied on a temporary basis, including space in the Clerk’s Office (304), the basement, and
various conference rooms and spaces located on all floors of the building. The negative impact of this highly
decentralized work environment limited the Division’s ability to conduct long-term planning, made crosstraining and collaboration almost impossible, caused confusion for voters and election judges, and resulted in
unnecessary time and energy spent recreating or significantly modifying programs and procedures after each
transition or move, and certainly for each election, year after year. It was also very costly. For example,
during the 2018 election cycle, staff were primarily working out of two different spaces in City Hall, the Early
Vote Center located one block north of City Hall, the elections warehouse located in northeast Minneapolis,
and accessing equipment, materials, and supplies stored in a variety of facilities. While staff have always
strived to make the best of these difficult dynamics, it has been a priority of the Division to consolidate all
election operations in a single facility, under one roof.
Move to 980 E Hennepin Ave
The long-term goal of consolidating all operations in a single facility finally came to fruition this year through
a strong collaboration with the Finance & Property Services Department and the discovery of suitable space
at the Hennepin Business Center, located at 980 E. Hennepin Avenue in Ward 2. The timing of this
consolidation was particularly ideal because it occurred in an “off year” when no regular elections were
programmed in Minneapolis, which diminished the potential impact to voters. EVS had adequate time to
make the transition and thoughtfully plan the layout and design of the new facility, while increasing the City’s
capacity to communicate with the public about this new location prior to the next scheduled round of
elections, starting with the 2020 Presidential Election.

The Elections & Voter Services headquarters located at 980 E. Hennepin Avenue

The new facility provides nearly the same square footage of space previously used by EVS in a number of
different spaces and is located in a complex of other service-based organizations.5 Additionally, during the
design phase of the project EVS was given opportunities to ensure the space would satisfy the unique needs
5

Hennepin Senior Center, Sustainable Resource Center, Bright Minds Childcare Center Inc., and Hanger Clinic to name a few.
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of each program. This ensures the building is entirely “voter centered.” The final move was accomplished
during the summer and resulted in some notable achievements including:
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

Installation of new state-of-the-art security measures and monitoring systems to restrict access to
sensitive election materials.
Access to free parking for visitors, which has historically been one of the greatest complaints received by
the EVS Division each election season. Coupled with nearby public transit options and bike racks, EVS
expects visitors will enjoy having a number of options at their disposal.
Increased program efficiencies (and reduced costs) by no longer having to maintain and continually
transport staff, supplies, equipment, and materials to various sites across the city.
Increased opportunities for cross-training and team development by having all operations co-located in a
single facility. EVS has been proud of its ability to be a pipeline for permanent employment through its
pool of qualified seasonal workers, so this capacity will only improve in the future.
New meeting and training rooms that will be made available for use by other departments outside of the
regular election season.
Increased ability to collaborate and support City partners. For example, EVS is already in early discussion
with the City’s Census workgroup to utilize the new Early Vote Center after the PNP as a safe and trusted
space for residents to use in completing the online census questionnaire with support provided by
seasonal workers with secondary language skills.

Open House
To celebrate the new EVS
headquarters facility—as well to
mark the 100th anniversary of
passage of the 19th Amendment
which granted women the
voting franchise (1920)—EVS
hosted an Open House on
October 4 and 5. Over the
course of those two days, more
than 250 people toured the new
EVS facility, including the
Secretary of State, the Mayor
and City Council Members, City
staff, election judges, members
Elected officials join with EVS Director Grace Wachlarowicz in cutting the ribbon at
of the League of Women Voters,
the EVS Open House, Fri., Oct. 4, 2019.
neighborhood organizations,
local media outlets, and voters.
Guests were able to enjoy unprecedented access to a behind-the-scenes tour of the facility that featured
details and demonstrations of the various election programs as well as an exhibit showcasing the women’s
suffrage movement produced by the League of Women Voters. EVS also utilized this event as an opportunity
to begin preparing voters for the 2020 election season and the U.S. Census.
EVS was especially thankful to be joined by Minnesota Secretary of State Steve Simon and State Elections
Director David Maeda; Mayor Jacob Frey; Council President Lisa Bender and Vice-President Andrea Jenkins;
Election & Rules Committee Chair Jeremiah Ellison; and Council Members Kevin Reich, Cam Gordon, and
Steve Fletcher.

5

III.

Voter Outreach and Education

Since first launching in 2013, the Division’s Voter
Outreach & Education (VOE) program has aimed to
ensure that all voters are “election ready” and to
expand ballot access as much as possible. The VOE
program has become one of the core tenets of the
team’s work as professional election administrators,
and the program has earned recognition as an
industry best practice and benchmark by election
administrators locally, regionally, and nationally.
Preparation for each election requires months of
planning with dedicated partners such as
Neighborhood & Community Relations (NCR), City
Communications, Information Technology (IT), and
311 departments. New for 2020 is a long-term
planned outreach and engagement strategy that
marries messaging strategies for the census
(#WeCount) with elections (#WeVote) and community
engagement (#WeServe), among others. In this way,
EVS is collaborating on a multi-year effort that seeks to
drive public awareness and engagement in the 2020
Census and subsequent redistricting in 2022 as well as the 2020 Presidential Election and the 2021 Municipal
Election. In particular, these strategic outreach initiatives are targeting the hard-to-reach and historically
underrepresented populations in the community. These outreach efforts will be just the first phase of much
larger efforts over the next few years.
PNP Core Messages
The Division’s primary outreach goal for the PNP is to ensure all voters understand the unique rules that
apply to this particular election; specifically, that a voter will be required to identify their preferred political
party before being issued that party’s ballot, and this choice will be recorded and shared with the major
political parties. Minnesota voters are not accustomed to sharing their political party affiliation at the polls,
and EVS—along with election administrators across the state—believes that being required to do so has the
high probability of alienating some voters. EVS cannot change this rule nor fail to comply with it; thus, EVS
will work to ensure voters are educated about this requirement before they show up to vote, whether that’s
for absentee balloting in-person or by mail, or at the polls on March 3rd. EVS believes that focusing on clear,
consistent messaging on this point will result in better outcomes for voters and for election judges, who will
bear the brunt of any voter frustration that may arise because of the requirement to share political party
preference or affiliation.
The three core messages for the PNP are simple:
▪
▪
▪

You will be able to vote early (in-person or by mail) or on Election Day. Early voting begins on January 17.
When you vote, you must choose which major party’s ballot you want.
Which party you choose will not be public information, though it will be available to each major party.

These core messages will be communicated in a variety of ways, including the methods described in more
detail in the following pages.
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Citywide Mailing
As in prior years, EVS is planning to release a mailer to every household in Minneapolis to call attention to the
March 3rd Presidential Nomination Primary and the April 1st Census. The mailer will be timed to arrive in late
February, essentially
one week prior to the
primary, between
February 24 and 28.
The bulk of this
mailer is being
produced using 2019
funds, since there
was no regular
election this year.
One side of the
mailer will showcase
basic details about
the March 3rd
primary with
information about
the April 1st Census
on the reverse.
Pictured at right is a
copy of a handout
that is currently being
used at various
community outreach
Sample of 2020 PNP & Census mailer to be distributed to all households in late February 2020.
events, which was
pulled from the basic
design of the household mailer.
Videos
Two educational videos are being developed in conjunction with the City Communications Department to
explain the PNP. The first video will be an animated 45-second piece that focuses on the requirement for
voters to identify a party preference before being issued a ballot. The second video will be an animated 30second piece that is focused on the three ways voters can participate in the election; that is: early in-person,
by mail, or at the polls on Election Day (March 3rd). These videos will be shared on the City’s public television
channel, websites, and social media networks.
Neighborhood Tours
EVS and NCR have planned (and started) a coordinated outreach initiative that involves visiting all of the
City’s neighborhood organizations to promote awareness of the upcoming PNP and Census, and to identify
and encourage partnership in these important civic events. If these tours go well—and are well received by
the neighborhoods—it is staff’s hope that the structure could be replicated to provide a regular venue and
format to engage neighborhoods in a broad range of important civic events that will occur during the next
few years, including the census, redistricting, and the regular presidential, municipal, and state elections in
2020, 2021, and 2022, respectively.
7

2020 Community Connections Conference
The annual Community Connections Conference is set for Saturday, February 1, 2020, and EVS will once
again play a featured role in the event. The 2020 conference theme is “We Count!” and will be heavily
focused on the upcoming census and election season. EVS has been invited to host an information booth, as
in prior years, and has also been invited to be a partner in developing conference content, using the
conference to provide voter education and to encourage more organizations and individuals to get involved
with community outreach.
Social Media
EVS will continue to generate content for its social media platforms and will collaborate with the City
Communications Department (and others) to cross-promote that content in order to reach the broadest
possible audience.

IV.

2020 Early Voting – Status Report

Minnesota voters will be among the first in the nation to cast ballots for the presidential primary when early
voting begins on Friday, January 17, 2020. The absentee balloting period will run through 5 p.m. on Monday,
March 2, a total of 46 days to give all voters access to the ballot box before Election Day. Research by EVS as
well as the Hennepin County Elections Office, based on previous elections in Minneapolis as well as other
cities and states, anticipates a turnout of
approximately 60 percent, with 28 percent of that
total to be completed during the absentee balloting
period prior to Election Day on March 3rd. That
means that slightly more than 1 of every 4 voters that
cast ballots in the presidential primary will be during
the 46-day absentee balloting period between
January 17 and March 2. In raw numbers, that
represents approximately 42,000 absentee ballots.
That volume matches turnout in other states and
municipalities for presidential primaries that are
similar in size and partisan profile as Minnesota and
Minneapolis. EVS’s estimated turnout puts the PNP in
line with anticipated turnout for a gubernatorial
election and will almost certainly see a significant
increase in early voting compared to the 1992 PNP,
when only 1,047 absentee ballots were cast.
The PNP has no universal election date when the
entire nation votes. Instead, each state and territory
set dates for the primary during a 5-month period.
Minnesota is one of fourteen states that will conduct
its presidential primary on “Super Tuesday,” March 3,
2020; those other states include: Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Maine, Massachusetts, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and Vermont. The first four states to conduct presidential
primaries are Iowa, New Hampshire, Nevada, and South Carolina; however, Minnesota will already be
engaged in absentee balloting during this timeframe, and the results from these four states could have a
8

significant impact on the PNP in Minnesota and in Minneapolis. Based on media reports of results in those
four first states, voters locally could be incentivized or disincentivized to engage early in the process, likely
dependent on how favorable
outcomes are for a preferred
candidate and the perceived
ability to maximize support for a
preferred candidate. Ultimately,
70,000
this may cause voters to either
60,000
wait until the last week of
50,000
absentee balloting or wait to
40,000
cast a ballot at the polls on
Election Day.
30,000

Even Year Elections Absentee
Turnout

As in previous years, EVS will
provide policymakers with a
statistical snapshot reflecting
the total number of absentee
ballots released and returned
each week.

20,000
10,000
0
1992 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020
PNP

Primary

General

EVS also plans to make similar data available through a public-facing interactive visualization during the PNP
absentee balloting that will update daily, similar to charts that were produced in 2018. EVS is committed to
making data available to the public to provide transparency into the early voting process and to share trends
in voter turnout.
The data included in the public-facing
visualization tool will include the total
number of ballots received each day and the
voting method (In-Person, Vote-By-Mail,
etc.). The public will have the ability to view
this data at various levels: citywide, by ward,
or by precinct. Users will have the ability to
download the raw data for further analysis
and use, too, consistent with the City’s Open
Data policy. A sample of the 2018 interactive
data visualization is shown at right for
reference.
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Methods of Absentee Balloting
For the PNP absentee balloting period, EVS will focus on promoting awareness about the four primary ways
that voters can participate before Election Day; specifically, this includes—
VOTE-BY-MAIL (VBM)

This method was the original “absentee” form of voting. It was designed to enable active military service
members and their families to vote while away from home. It was quickly expanded to include other U.S.
voters located overseas or voters who were otherwise unable to cast a ballot in-person at their assigned
precinct on Election Day. In this way, VBM was the first reform aimed at increasing access to the ballot box,
and it remains a popular option today for many voters. Still, voters opting to use VBM were required to select
from a handful of statutory excuses in order to take advantage of this convenience. Then, in 2014, the State
Legislature authorized “no-excuse” absentee balloting, which enabled any voter to request a VBM absentee
ballot, regardless of reason. This was a significant enhancement to the ballot access provided by VBM, and
Minneapolis (and Minnesota) experienced significant increases in VBM participation in elections since then.
One reason Minnesota has one of the longest absentee balloting periods in the nation is because it ties
absentee balloting to military and overseas voting, and the longer timeline required under the federal 2009
Military and Overseas Voter Empowerment Act (MOVE) Act to serve those voters. That longer timeline sets
the absentee balloting period to begin 46 days before the date of each election, regardless of the manner
used to cast an absentee ballot. As a consequence, Minnesota has one of the longest absentee balloting
periods in the nation, and this encompasses both VBM and In-Person (early) options (see below). And, as
noted, with the advent of “no-excuse” absentee balloting in 2014, any voter can choose to make use of VBM
to complete an official ballot from any location without the hassles and pressures often associated with
Election Day.
EARLY IN-PERSON (EIP)

In-Person Absentee Balloting—also referred to as Early In-Person Voting—further expands ballot access and
provides greater choice and convenience for voters. Voters are entitled by law to receive assistance from
election officials at designated in-person voting sites, which is particularly important for voters who may
require help in accessing, understanding, and marking ballots. In addition to voter convenience, Early InPerson voting offers administrative benefits that make this option attractive to policymakers and election
officials, too. First and foremost, by offering the added convenience to voters it can reduce congestion at the
polls on Election Day. This helps reduce the potential for long lines, extended wait times, and potential delays
for voters who wait until Election Day to participate. Early In-Person voting also reduces barriers to increased
voter participation, which can include, for example, time, distance, and the need to coordinate schedules to
cast a ballot from a specific polling place during the set window of time on Election Day.
DIRECT BALLOTING

Minnesota enacted Direct Balloting in 2016. Direct balloting is true “early voting” used in other states. During
this final seven-day period of absentee balloting, in-person voters can complete their ballot and insert it
directly into the tabulator, exactly the same experience as at the polls on Election Day. The added benefit
comes from the security of having confirmation that the ballot is cast and counted as well as the fact that the
tabulator will give a voter notice of any ballot errors so that a new ballot can be issued by election officials.
In addition to providing enhanced service and security to voters, Direct Balloting also is more cost-efficient
because a completed ballot is inserted into the tabulator, not placed into a series of envelopes and securely
maintained by election officials until Election Day before being processed and tabulated—when any errors
are likely too late to catch, which could lead to a voter’s ballot being rejected, in whole or in part.
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HEALTH CARE FACILITY VOTING

Health Care Facility voting is a hybrid of VBM, EIP, and Election Day voting—components of all three methods
are embedded in this unique program. Administering voting in nursing homes, hospitals, and health care
facilities is required by state law. Beginning 20 days before Election Day, residents of the nineteen facilities in
Minneapolis can cast an absentee ballot in person within their respective facility. On a scheduled day and
time, a trained team of election judges travel to each facility with ballots and supplies. They give assistance,
upon request, to residents who show up to vote that day. The polling room at each site is set up like an
Election Day polling place. Like all those who vote before Election Day, whether VBM or EIP, Health Care
Facility voters use the absentee balloting process with the requisite applications and envelopes.
Improvements to the Absentee Balloting Program
PROFESSIONAL AND SEASONAL STAFF

With personnel changes in 2019, EVS will now have two full-time election administrators responsible for the
operation of the absentee balloting program. This enables the duties associated with the Vote-By-Mail (VBM)
program and support for the Absentee Ballot Board to be handled by one staffer, while the duties associated
with Early In-Person voting and the Early Vote Center, as well as any additional early voting sites, to be
handled by the other staffer. It’s important to remember that during the 46-day absentee balloting period,
each day is “Election Day” for those voters who opt to take advantage of these conveniences, and they are
entitled to the same level of service, support, and ballot access as voters who cast ballots at the polls on
Election Day. As interest and participation in absentee balloting has grown over the past few years—and will
continue to grow into the future—having this program split between two full-time election administrators
will enable EVS to ensure the highest standards are met in all facets of absentee balloting. In addition to the
two full-time election administrators, EVS anticipates hiring 46 seasonal workers, including 4 supervisors, to
oversee the day-to-day functions of each program: 24 of these seasonal workers will be assigned to the EIP
program and 22 seasonal workers will be assigned to the VBM program. EVS is especially pleased that more
than half of these seasonal workers are returning from prior years, many of whom have worked for the
absentee balloting program each year since 2016.
IMPROVED EARLY VOTE CENTER

With the move to a new headquarters, EVS will operate its Early Vote Center (EVC) at the same location. The
new EVC offers several advantages over the previous facility located at 217 S. 3rd Street which was used in
the 2016, 2017, and 2018 election cycles. Most importantly, the EVC is co-located with EVS headquarters
which will reduce voter confusion about the location for early in-person voting or to access other electionrelated services. Additionally, this co-location means greater opportunities for cross-training and sharing
seasonal workers across multiple programs; that means a reduction in the number of seasonal workers
required to support absentee balloting, logistics, training, and recruitment, because workers can be trained
to support multiple programs. This offers some savings to the City. The co-location also improves
communication and collaboration opportunities and helps to resolve logistical challenges experienced in
prior years.
The new EVC space is also a more welcoming environment, highlighted by the increase in natural light (the
site is located in above-ground space) and a more effective traffic flow for voters, featuring separate entry
and exit doors. Voters who choose to drive to the EVC will benefit from the increase in parking availability,
while those who choose to use transit can take advantage of multiple nearby bus lines (see more on building
accessibility on next page).
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As required under state law, the EVC will be open to serve voters beginning 46 days ahead of each election.
For the 2020 PNP, the EVC will open on Friday, January 17, which marks the beginning of more than 275
hours of service hours to support Early In-Person voting.
Impact of the new facility
VOTE-BY-MAIL OPERATIONS

The move to the new EVS facility has required some adjustments to the VBM operation. Most significantly is
the switch the new location requires in postal service, since the new headquarters is served by a different
post office than the downtown location. Delivery and pick-up times from this new post office do not align
with EVS’s business needs and could impede excellent service to voters; thus, EVS has acquired a new P.O.
box for its absentee balloting needs. EVS worked with the United States Postal Service to assure that the new
P.O. box will be easily accessible to EVS staff and that absentee ballots will be delivered in the early morning
each day. With the new P.O. box, EVS will be able to process all returned VBM ballots on the same day they
are received, which allows voters to know the status of their absentee ballot sooner and ensures a quicker
turn-around time for any ballots that have errors so that EVS can give timely notice and send out new ballots
to those impacted voters.
EVS is partnering with the Document Solution Center to have a special courier to ensure that all VBM ballot
requests can be postmarked and mailed each day. This will allow EVS to maintain its normal mail delivery
speed so voters who request a ballot mailed anywhere within Minneapolis will receive it within 48 hours,
anywhere within Minnesota within 4 days, and anywhere within the United States within one week.
ACCESS TO THE EARLY VOTE CENTER

EVS is eager to ensure all voters have varied and accessible options when accessing the new facility. Happily,
the new site offers several options. Transportation instructions for those opting to commute by bike, transit,
or car have been posted to the EVS website (vote.minneapolismn.gov/contact) and will be part of regular
communication plans ahead of the PNP and throughout 2020.

EVS added a permanent monument to the business park entrance to clearly identify the correct turn from
East Hennepin Ave. Metro Transit bus routes 4, 25, 61, 118, and 825 stop less than one block from the new
facility and bike racks have been installed directly in front of the office entrance. The facility is located directly
adjacent to I-35W, a major thoroughfare spanning Minneapolis from north to south. Voters and other visitors
have free parking available, too.
EVS will post signs at City Hall and the former EVC location downtown to inform voters about the change in
location and provide directions on how to access the new site. Additionally, EVS will direct voters who prefer
to vote downtown to the Hennepin County Government Center, where all Minneapolis residents will be able
to vote early. With the new Minneapolis EVC and the option provided by the county, Minneapolis residents
will have two geographically diverse options for Early In-Person voting prior to the PNP.
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V.

Election Judges and Seasonal Staff

Recruitment and Deployment
Election Judges are the face of elections, the direct interface between voters and the ballot box. Minneapolis
benefits tremendously from a large, diverse pool of experienced and dedicated individuals who return year
after year to work each election cycle. Effective recruitment, training, mentoring, and deployment of judges
is the cornerstone of a well-run election, and it requires year-round work to plan, organize, and execute
against these needs. Given the anticipated turnout for the 2020 Presidential Election—beginning with the
PNP—EVS is factoring the need for qualified judges into its resource plans. It is not uncommon in a
presidential election cycle for EVS to recruit, train, and deploy up to 2,500 judges to staff the City’s 134
precincts as well as other programs (e.g., absentee balloting). As a consequence, EVS transforms from one of
the City’s smallest divisions to its single largest workforce, accounting for roughly half of the City’s positions.
State election law provides a base staffing level required for all polling places.6 Based on experience over
several election cycles, EVS has developed a standard convention of assigning 1 election judge for every 150200 registered voters; however, this is a base calculus that is adjusted based on a wide range of factors.
Actual staffing is ultimately tailored to meet the unique needs of each precinct. These variables can include,
for example:
▪ The type of election—local, state, or federal—and the number of election events to be conducted;
▪ Ballot content, that is the races, candidates, and questions to be presented to voters;
▪ The number of registered voters per precinct, combined with an analysis of actual turnout in previous
similar elections;
▪ Assurance of sufficient coverage to account for potential shortages, breaks, and unforeseen challenges;
▪ Assurance of required support services, such as translation for secondary language needs, additional
resources for precincts that have known or anticipated same-day registration support needs, etc.; and
▪ Other nuances reflecting the character of each precinct.
The base count of election judges for each precinct does not include head or assistant head judge positions.
These leadership positions are charged with overall management of each polling place, supervision and
mentorship of their teams, and assurance of quality voter service.
EVS has committed to diversifying its corps of election judges, consistent with strategic goals identified by the
Mayor and City Council. While not permanent, employment with EVS does offer positive opportunities for
the City to provide skills training, work experience, and professional networking—whether for a job at the
City or elsewhere. EVS anticipates increased interest in these work opportunities in the 2020 election cycle,
and we hope to leverage this interest to further diversify the make-up of individuals selected to fill these
temporary positions, thereby ensuring our workforce reflects the community it serves. This is important not
just in terms of race/ethnicity, age, and other individual factors, but also as it impacts party affiliation. To that
end, EVS is working in targeted ways through its Charitable Organizations Recruitment for Elections (CORE)
Program to source local, nonprofit organizations that can assist in recruitment efforts, especially to increase
the numbers of African-American and Native American judges, as well as helping recruit workers who are
fluent in the Hmong language. Organizations that participate in the CORE Program can earn money by
recruiting ten or more qualified judges for EVS. Since it was first launched in 2015, this program has been one
of the ways EVS builds positive relationships with trusted community partners.

6

Minn. Stat. § 204B.22 requires a minimum of four judges per polling place.
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Student Election Judges
The City’s national award-winning Student Election Judge (SEJ) program anticipates it will continue to show
strong participation, drawing interest from roughly 350 high school students that are expected to work in the
2020 PNP. EVS plans to focus on recruiting a high proportion of bilingual students fluent in Hmong, Spanish,
Somali, and Oromo. Approximately 180 students who worked in the 2018 Gubernatorial General Election are
eligible to return for the PNP. From this pool, 44 student judges have volunteered to serve as EVS
ambassadors; that is, those students are actively assisting in identifying and recruiting other students within
their schools to join the SEJ Program. Additionally, these ambassadors are conducting service-learning
projects with a civic engagement focus in their schools and their communities.
EVS is also working to ensure representation of high school students from all areas of the city. The SEJ
program coordinator partners with dedicated advisers at 20 area high schools and anticipate receiving
student applications from at least 40 different schools in 2020. New in 2019, the EVS SEJ program
coordinator is developing a workshop for civics educators in partnership with the Minneapolis Public Schools
district social studies coordinator and is also collaborating with Ubah Medical Academy on an elective course
in community leadership for high school juniors and seniors.
In 2018, the SEJ program received twice as many applicants as available spots, and EVS reassigned many of
these student judges to work opportunities in neighboring jurisdictions.7 In August, the SEJ program
partnered with the Y Center for Student Voice (formerly Minnesota Civic Youth) to present a Student Election
Judge Toolkit with resources modeled on the City’s successful SEJ program to provide jurisdictions across the
state with information, examples, templates, and tools to launch or improve their own student engagement
programs. This effort has connected multiple Minnesota jurisdictions to cross-promote opportunities for
students to identify and pursue potential work placements for upcoming elections. For 2020, EVS is better
positioned to ensure more students have opportunities to serve voters in polling places close to where they
live or attend school.
He

Election Judge Training
By law, all election judges must be trained on the rules specific to the PNP, in addition to the base-level,
certification training that is required of all judges.
Because of the significant impact judges have on the experience voters have at the polls, EVS invests
significant resources in its training programs, which includes the coaching, development, and support
provided to all judges before, during, and after each election event. This commitment to excellence in
training and preparing judges is reflected in the additional level of classes provided that are in addition to the
state-mandated two-hour basic training. This includes separate training for head and assistant head judges
focused on management functions, team development, and voter service standards; poll book and
registration specialist training for those judges assigned to the complex work of registering voters at the polls;
and precinct support judge training for those who oversee operations across multiple precincts and
neighborhoods in each ward on Election Day. In 2018, EVS offered a total of 120 separate trainings with the
majority of these trainings involving between 30 to 50 judges.
Judge training will begin in January 2020. Judges who already satisfied the state-mandated basic certification
course in 2018 will be required to complete a two-hour course on the PNP which will explain the rules about
party preference and ensuring each voter’s choice is treated with respect and privacy. In addition, this
training will include a review of the updated version of the poll book software that checks-in voters and is
used to complete same-day registrations. That software update will streamline some tasks and provide a
7

MN Rules 8240.1655 specifies that only 1/3 of election judges at a precinct may be student judges.
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new user interface. New judges—and any judges who did not complete the basic certification course in
2018—will be required to complete the basic (three-hour) certification training course. Poll book specialists
and head/assistant head judges will receive additional training. All trainings will be held in the new training
room at the EVS headquarters.
Seasonal Staff
As with its corps of election judges, EVS is fortunate to have many seasonal staffers who return year after
year, bringing an accumulated knowledge and experience that results in an efficient operation. Recruitment
for seasonal staff positions began in November 2019, given the impact of the 2020 PNP, which begins—
officially—on Friday, January 17, 2020. With a small permanent cadre of professionals, EVS could not plan,
organize, coordinate, and execute the myriad of details that go into each election without a strong seasonal
support staff. Seasonal staffers are involved in:
▪ All aspects of recruiting, onboarding, training, scheduling, evaluating, and compensating election judges;
▪ Organizing and preparing the warehouse, which includes ordering, processing, and managing supplies,
programming and testing systems and equipment, and arranging for the deployment of all equipment
and supplies to the City’s polling places before Election Day as well as retrieval after the election has
ended;
▪ Supporting the organization of the Early Vote Center;
▪ Assisting with the detailed procedures involved in ordering, proofing, and verifying all ballots;
▪ Staffing the EVS front counter, where in-person service is provided to voters, candidates and campaigns,
the news media, and the general public;
▪ Processing, certifying, and publishing election results and filing official records; and
▪ Supporting post-election functions, including post-election audits and reviews, team debriefings, and
other activities.
Some of the more experienced
PNP Seasonal Staff
seasonal staffers are tasked with
supervising teams of temporary
30
workers, functioning as a type of
24
25
22
“middle management layer”
20
between the permanent cadre of
professional election
15
administrators and those working
10
6
on the front line. This frees up the
5
5
small professional team to focus
1
1
on the critical aspects of managing
0
the entire operation. As noted
elsewhere, the Absentee Balloting
Program—inclusive of both VBM
and EIP functions—has the highest
demand for seasonal staff support,
as reflected in the chart on right.
This work is highly visible, driven
by strict and unbending deadlines,
Expected seasonal staff numbers for the Presidential Nomination Primary
and must be responsive to voter
needs and a highly variable workload. Other teams are needed to visit all health care facilities to serve those
voters, to process mailed ballots, to accept or reject returned ballots, and to prepare and tabulate results.
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VI.

Precincts and Polling Places

Precinct Additions
Two new precincts have been approved for 2020, effective with the PNP, shown below. These additional
precincts are intended to address long lines and extended wait times seen in recent elections at two specific
sites. Large registered voter counts along with many same-day registrations have contributed to the
congestion experienced at each location in past elections.

NEW PRECINCTS ADDED FOR 2020
Ward 3 – Precinct 13
University Lutheran Church of Hope
601 13th Ave SE

Ward 10 – Precinct 11
Jefferson Community School
1200 26th St W

The added benefit in each of these precinct additions is the polling location—it remains the same for voters
in each case. Voters in the new Ward 3 precinct (13) will continue to cast ballots at the University Lutheran
Church, albeit in a different room; voters in the new Ward 10 precinct (11) will continue casting ballots in the
same gymnasium, which will simply be divided into two distinct polling places. These additions increase the
total number of precincts in the City of Minneapolis, from 132 to 134. Minneapolis has the highest number of
precincts of any city in Minnesota. Within Hennepin County, the City of Bloomington is the city with the
second-highest number of precincts, with a total of 32 for 2020. This comparison helps provide context for
the unique role that Minneapolis EVS has among local jurisdictions in the State of Minnesota, given the
population served, the regular high turnout and participation of its eligible voters, and the diversity of its
residents.
Polling Place Changes
While staff strives to keep polling place changes to a minimum, it is occasionally necessary to adjust those
sites to ensure the best service possible to voters. For example, Parkway United Church of Christ and St.
Austin Catholic Church, both in Ward 4, have been or are expected to be sold and, thus, will no longer remain
as polling places. North Point Health & Wellness, in Ward 5, relocated from its former location to a new
building at 1256 Penn Ave N., which required a polling place change. These are shown below.

POLLING PLACE RELOCATIONS
Ward 4 – Precinct 7
PREVIOUS POLL:
St. Austin Church
4050 Upton Ave N.

NEW POLL:
Mastery School
4021 Thomas Ave N..

Ward 4 – Precinct 8
PREVIOUS POLL:
NEW POLL:
Parkway United Church of Christ
Lucy Craft Laney School
3120 Washburn Ave N
3333 Penn Ave N.
Ward 5 – Precinct 4
PREVIOUS POLL:
NEW POLL:
North Point Health & Wellness Center, Inc.
North Point Health & Wellness Center, Inc.
1315 Penn Ave N.
1256 Penn Ave N.
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In the case of a new precinct or a change in polling place, affected registered voters receive postal
notification from Hennepin County. In the case of polling place changes, EVS posts signage at the former
polling locations on Election Day to further help redirect any voters that might show up at the old site.
Messaging related to all changes will also be disseminated via the EVS website, social media, and
communicated to affected neighborhood organizations for assistance in spreading the word.
Comparisons and the future
As EVS has noted in prior reports, the number of precincts in Minneapolis has not kept pace in recent years
with population increases. For example, the City has 134 precincts set to serve a population estimated to
exceed 420,000 today, compared to the 172 precincts that existed in 1994 when the population was just
above 362,000. Looking only at registered voters, the City had 218,559 registered voters in 1994 (with 172
precincts), compared to the current number of 249,855 registered voters in 2019 (with 134 precincts). That
translates to a current average registered voter count per precinct of 1,864 versus 1,270 in 1994.
As of September, there were twenty-five precincts with registered voter counts exceeding the Secretary of
State’s recommended maximum of 2,500. Four of these precincts are over 3,000 registered voters, double
the number from just two years ago.

City of Minneapolis: Registered Voter Population vs. No. of Precincts*
Registered Voters
(9/25/2019)

No. of
Precincts

Registered Voters
(9/25/2019)

No. of
Precincts

< 500

2

1,501-1,750

17

500-1,000

9

1,751-2,000

15

1,001-1,200

11

2,001-2,500

33

1,201-1,500

22

2,501-3,000

21

3,000 +

4

TOTAL PRECINCTS

134

*new 2020 precincts included

As noted throughout this report, voter participation in 2020 is anticipated to be at historic levels. As election
administrators, EVS must evaluate improvements to voter service, ballot access, and convenience with yearto-year consistency in poll locations. EVS wanted to minimize disruption that could be created by a large
number of poll changes just before a presidential election. For 2020, the two precincts that are being added
should provide some relief, particularly for sites that had previously proven to be problematic in terms of
long lines and wait times. However, this is a subject that must be revisited after the 2020 Presidential Election
as part of initial plans for the regular 2021 Municipal Election. Staff are planning to propose an expansion of
precincts in conjunction with the redistricting process that will follow the 2020 Census. With redistricting,
there will need to be adjustments to ward boundaries, making it an ideal time to consider additional
precincts and potential polling place changes.
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2020 Polling Place List
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VII.

2020 Proposed Election Budget

Each year, EVS prepares a preliminary financing plan for the known election events to occur in the next fiscal
year. More so than many other municipal functions, the financing of elections varies dramatically from year
to year, and is influenced by a variety of disparate factors which includes but is not limited to—
▪ The particular type of election as it relates to the overall four-year election cycle: presidential,
gubernatorial, or municipal, and whether a general or special election;
▪ The number of individual election events to be administered;
▪ Ballot content, particularly any high-profile or competitive races and interesting or controversial ballot
questions, which is the single greatest factor to drive turnout;
▪ An analysis of community trends, demographics, and precinct profiles to identify any unique factors that
need to be considered in planning service to specific populations, communities, or the entire city; and
▪ The level of anticipated voter engagement, as well as known or anticipated organized efforts to promote
get-out-the-vote drives and other campaign efforts to motivate participation.
EVS divides its operating budget into two major
sections: first, the “core budget” which includes
all fixed operating costs required to maintain
the Division and then the “elections expense
budget” which varies from year to year and is
tied directly to the projected (and actual) costs
of administering the election(s) in a given year.
The EVS “core budget” is approximately $2.3
million. This reflects the stable portion of the
EVS budget. In each fiscal year, EVS forecasts its
“elections expense budget” for each of its major
operating programs. This approach to the EVS
budget is illustrated in the chart to the right.
Within each general program area, costs are
identified by: (1) labor, with projected hours
calculated by position title multiplied by hourly
rates and (2) supplies, which includes printing,
production, and purchasing of materials. As part
of its formal debrief following each election, EVS
reports to the City Council, through its standing
committee on Elections & Rules, the total costs
for each election and a synopsis of major expenditures as well as any justification. All election reports are
posted for public access to the EVS website, at vote.minneapolismn.gov, under the header labeled “Data &
Resources.”
With respect to the three presidential election events scheduled in 2020, the Mayor has recommended a
budget of $4.1 million, which is in addition to the “core budget” which remains from year to year. For
comparison purposes, EVS actually spent a total of $4.3 million for the 2016 Presidential Election. So, the
recommended funding in the 2020 budget is nearly identical to actual expenditures for the last presidential
election, which did not include a presidential primary. In other words, EVS is tasked with conducting three
presidential election events in 2020 for roughly the same amount that was actually spent for two events in
the last presidential election. The projected expenditures for all three 2020 election events are summarized
on the next page.
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2020 Est. Election Spend
Details/Categories
Staffing

PNP
$1,404,050

Primary
$1,282,320

General
$1,744,509

Total
$4,430,880

Head & Asst. Head Judges
Poll Book Registration
Specialists
Team Judges (including
students)
Precinct Support Judges

$103,301

$88,949

$101,799

$294,050

$141,768

$133,606

$89,243

$364,617

$353,633
$7,020

$322,763
$6,669

$316,407
$8,142

$992,803
$21,831

**Election Judges (total est.)
Temporary/Seasonal Workers

$605,722
$798,328

$551,987
$730,333

$515,591
$1,228,918

$1,673,301
$2,757,579

**Supplies

$164,516

$149,816

$413,356

$727,688

Office & Admin***
Absentee in-person/mail
forms & envelopes

$39,333

$39,333

$39,333

$117,999

$-

$17,000

$35,000

$52,000

Absentee mail postage
Absentee 3 DB sites
(equipment, site rental, etc.)

$20,100

$13,400

$44,200

$77,700

$-

$-

$205,650

$205,650

Training
VOE (including voter guide)
***
Warehouse/polling place
supplies
Deployment/retrieval poll
equipment/supplies

$28,267

$3,267

$3,267

$34,801

$26,513

$26,513

$26,513

$79,539

$3,333

$3,333

$3,333

$9,999

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

$90,000

$4,720

$4,720

$4,720

$14,160

$12,250

$12,250

$21,340

$45,840

Facility Rental
Ballots/Programing

TOTAL Projected 2020
Election Expense = ($1,568,566) 24%

($1,432,136) 22% ($2,157,865) 32% ($5,158,567)

**Includes training: required prior to PNP and Primary and/or General
***Supplies prorated over 3 election events

As the chart above shows, EVS has estimated that approximately 24 percent of the 2020 expenses will be tied
to the PNP. Any savings from the PNP would be applied toward costs for the statewide primary in August or
the general election in November. Currently, EVS anticipates the bulk of the operating budget—at more than
30 percent—will be tied to the administration of the presidential general election, when turnout is expected
to be highest.
Some of the factors that are contributing to the increased costs for administering elections are details in the
following paragraphs.
WAGE IMPACT

The increase of minimum wage to $15 impacts EVS significantly as the workforce—consisting of both election
judges and seasonal staff—constitutes the majority of the election budget, at nearly 85 percent. The chart on
the next page illustrates the additional costs that have been incurred from 2016 to 2020 using the same
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number of election judges for the primary (1,600) and for the general election (2,000). For the same number
of election judges deployed, cost increased by $311,220 or 34 percent, between those years.
Illustration of Minimum Wage Increases
Base EJ Wage: 40% above minimum wage per Code of Ordinances8
Average EJs hired
Hours per EJ @ 19 hours
Primary
1,600
30,400
General
2,000
38,000
Increase of EJ Expenses: Total EJ hours X increase differential
** Average wage across calendar year (Min. wage changed mid-year)
Wage Expense Trend based on Minimum Wage Change
Year
Wage/hour**
Total Wages
2016
13.30
909,720
2018
14.88
1,017,450
2020
17.85
1,220,940

8

Code of Ordinances Section 165.20
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ABSENTEE BALLOTING

Absentee Balloting is a statutory requirement that enables voters to cast ballots, either in-person or by mail,
up to 46 days prior to each election. 9 In keeping with the direction from policymakers to expand ballot
access, EVS in 2016 and again in 2018 offered Absentee Balloting at the Early Vote Center and in three
additional geographically dispersed voting sites. In 2016, all early voting sites were operated for the full 46day Absentee Balloting period; in 2018, the City achieved a healthy savings by limiting the operation of its
“satellite vote sites” to the 7 days of Direct Balloting just prior to Election Day. This expanded service
maximizes voter convenience by providing all ballots for all precincts from a number of different locations
across the city, which increases choice, enhances the voter experience, and maximizes ballot access. Plus, by
promoting early voting, it is possible to offset some of the potential for long lines and wait times at the polls
on Election Day. As noted elsewhere in this report, for voters opting to take advantage of Absentee Balloting,
each of those 46 days
is Election Day. And
running the election
process for 46
consecutive days
requires lots of
staffing. Thus,
Absentee Balloting is
the single most
expensive component
of any election, and
the single greatest
fiscal impact to the
EVS budget. These
charts—right—
illustrate the impact
of Absentee Balloting
on voter participation
between the 2014
and 2018 midterm
elections.
Given the success EVS
has experienced with
Absentee Balloting
during the past few
years, especially
following the
enactment of “no
excuse” absentee
balloting in 2014, and particularly using the “satellite sites” aligned with the 7-day period of Direct Balloting
that was introduced in 2018, the 2020 Budget includes funding to support up to 3 satellite sites that could be
located strategically in the community to expand outreach to hard-to-reach and historically
underrepresented populations. Experience over the past few cycles has shown that the biggest push of early
voters occurs in the final week of Absentee Balloting, tied to the 7-day period of Direct Balloting.
9

Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 203B
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By providing additional early
voting sites during the 7-day
Direct Balloting period only,
EVS is able to meet the
demand for the majority of
Early In-Person (EIP) voters
are served in the most costeffective way.
The line chart, below, shows
the breakdown of voter
preference for the specific
type of Absentee Balloting
method. While all methods
have experienced significant
growth—particularly in the
years since the enactment of
“no excuse” Absentee
Balloting in 2014, there is an
overall preference for the convenience and additional assistance afforded by Early In-Person (EIP) voting,
either at the EVS Early Voting Center or—as noted above—at one of the additional satellite voting sites
operated during the 7-day Direct Balloting period.

Share of Votes by Absentee Balloting Method
18.0%
16.0%
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

2012

2013

2014

2016

2017

2018

Vote-by-Mail

3.9%

2.0%

5.9%

9.0%

2.2%

10.6%

In-Person

0.9%

3.5%

1.9%

16.1%

8.5%

12.6%

Other

2.1%

0.7%

1.2%

2.4%

0.6%

2.0%

Despite the method used, Absentee Balloting remains a major fiscal impact on the overall EVS budget, and
those costs are fairly well balanced between the Vote-By-Mail (VBM) and Early In-Person (EIP) programs.
That’s because the EIP costs rely more heavily on labor, whereas VBM costs are incurred by the additional
costs for paper, postage, envelopes, and supplies. And, starting in 2014, the City of Minneapolis has added
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costs to provide extended in-person service hours at the Early Voting Center and satellite sites, including
extended weekend hours in the final two weeks before each general election.
The full fiscal impact of Absentee Balloting is reflected in the following chart, which breaks down projected
operating costs by type of absentee method for the 2020 election cycle. By state law, the City of Minneapolis
is obligated to provide EIP voting at its headquarters; is mandated to support VBM; and must provide
assistance to voters in health-care facilities who are otherwise unable to cast ballots in their assigned polling
place on Election Day. That means the only true discretion in this most-expensive portion of the EVS election
budget is the “added” enhancement of multiple early voting satellite sites, which is not the most expensive
part of the operation. Still, data shows that the added convenience of multiple satellite sites in the 7-day
Direct Balloting period is when the majority of early voters want that additional level of service, convenience,
and ballot access.

2020 Projected Costs By Absentee Balloting Method

Multi EVCs (x3):
$775,635 ; 26%

Vote-By-Mail:
$1,015,328 ; 35%

Health Care
Facility:
$90,552 ; 3%

Early In-Person:
$1,061,191 ; 36%

Conclusion
At the time of this report, Minneapolis will be less than 60 days until the first ballots are cast in the 2020
Presidential Nomination Primary; about 100 days until the actual PNP on “Super Tuesday,” on March 3rd.
This report has provided some additional detail on initial plans and preparations headed into the presidential
election, including an analysis of the proposed EVS election budget. Staff anticipates the next regular briefing
on plans and preparations to the Elections & Rules Committee on March 25, 2020, at which time EVS will be
prepared to report on the conduct of the PNP and begin discussing plans for the 2020 Primary and General
Election.
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